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Ethanol is “Homegrown” Patriotism
James A. Seurer, Chief Executive Officer

On several occasions over the past several months, our patriotism has been challenged. In a “Letter to the Editor” in the Watertown Public Opinion
late last fall, a writer from Iowa disputed my statements about whether our country’s need to be involved in the Middle East is related to the free flow of oil.
In a similar instance more recently, an elected state Representative let us know that he was offended by the billboard placed along I-90 in western South
Dakota on our behalf by the South Dakota Ethanol Producers Association. The message on the billboard depicts a uniformed soldier with the phrase, “I
Don’t Have to Fight for Cornfields…Use Ethanol”.
The gentlemen from Iowa attempted to correct my “short memory and misunderstanding” that our military presence in the Middle East is not about
the free flow of oil, rather, it is about freedom for the oppressed and a response to the 9/11 attacks. He went on to state that Afghanistan doesn’t produce oil and is in no position to
affect the free flow of oil. While I cannot disagree with the last statement, I will challenge his failure to recognize that the free flow of oil is NOT a major part of the problem. Although I do
not consider myself a geopolitical expert, it is my belief (as well as that of our industry) that our heavy and continued dependence upon foreign oil from unfriendly locales brings us too
close to those parts of the world and, from that, springs hatred for both the American way of life and the freedoms we enjoy and promote. This gentleman also alleges that I have failed
“to recognize the service of America’s best citizens for what it is: voluntary sacrifice to maintain freedom from international terrorists and to protect our many vital interests around the
world”. Wait a minute…did he really admit that our military is sent to “protect our many vital interests”? Isn’t one of our primary “vital interests” the free flow of oil? Perhaps he just made
my case!
I take GREAT exception to the allegation that I have failed to recognize the service of America’s best. Since he states he is a veteran and no doubt has bravely served, I sincerely
thank him for his service. My deep-seated patriotism also motivates me to point out that I am quick to support foreign actions by our military whenever it becomes necessary. Having said
this, I also believe that we should aggressively seek and implement whatever domestic solutions are available to keep our fine military men and women out of harm’s way. I see ethanol
as a domestic product that works and is a viable and proven replacement for the oil we buy from these radicals. In short, our industry (US agriculture) has an answer for this problem…a
solution that is very beneficial to South Dakota and its residents in all reaches of our state.
Although the elected Representative from western South Dakota makes the same claim as the gentlemen from Iowa, he also fails to place value on the $3.8 billion economic impact
that ethanol brings to all parts of our state including the area he represents. Speaking just for Glacial Lakes Energy which produces 20% of the ethanol in South Dakota, we will proudly
claim our $750 million share of this impact. Additionally, with plants in Codington County and Edmunds County, we pay nearly $4.0 million annually in state and local sales taxes most of
which is distributed statewide. With numbers like these, it goes without saying that anyone who claims to support agriculture in South Dakota as his website does, had better include
corn ethanol and the ethanol industry into that equation.
I have something at stake here too…recently, I became part of the military family as my son joined the US Army and I couldn’t be a prouder Dad! The last thing I wish for my soldier
is that his military career will be defined by continued conflicts over the “free flow of oil”. If this becomes the case, will I support him and the Army’s mission? Absolutely…without
question! Will I also continue to fight and “preach” the benefits of domestic and homegrown solutions such as ethanol that will keep these fine men and women home? You can bet on
it…especially when a product such as ethanol is so readily available!

Annual Membership Meeting

Mark J. Schmidt, Chairman of the Board
A day of sunshine along with decent temperatures made for a good turnout at this year’s Glacial Lakes Corn Processors (“GLCP”) annual meeting in
January. We were pleased to have about 300 shareholders gather for this important event in Watertown.
One of the meeting’s main objectives is the election of new directors. This year two new directors, who ran unopposed, were introduced; Steve
Birkholtz from Willow Lake was elected in District 2, and Mark Schilling from Clear Lake was elected in District 3. Birkholtz replaces Marietta Lakness
of Hayti who decided to step down due to other commitments. Marietta served as a director for a one term and most recently chaired the Governance
Committee. Schilling replaces Richard Wiarda of Castlewood who has served three terms and became term-limited. Richard is a founding board member
and has served in the past as President and Vice President. We thank both of these fine directors for their time, dedication, and commitment to GLCP.
Annual meeting attendees heard South Dakota Secretary of Agriculture Lucas Lentsch talk about the importance of the ethanol industry and Advanced Trading’s Joe Haroun gave
a brief market update. The cooperative’s financial results for the past fiscal year were also reported. Speaking of financial results, we are pleased to announce net income just short
of $17.0 million for the year and a build-up of working capital to more than $60.0 million. GLE is definitely in a position of solid financial strength to weather unforeseen volatility in the
commodity world.
We happily paid out more than $7.0 million to our shareholder/investors in January and we have every intention to continue this action if crush margins allow. A part of this distribution
was to all holders of GLCP original shares who received a one-cent retainage payment on their investment. We now have $0.04 cents per unit remaining on that commitment. As a
reminder, this distribution will not be taxable until the 2014 calendar tax year.
Following the Annual Meeting, the board re-elected its 2014 officers as follows: Mark Schmidt from Gary, SD, (District 3) will be the President/Chairman; Terry Mudgett from Clark,
SD, (District 1) will be the Vice President/Vice Chairman; Darrell Popham from Florence, SD, (District 1) will be the Secretary; and Dale Christensen from Watertown, SD, (District 1) will
be the Treasurer.
For those members who were unable to attend the official annual meeting in Watertown, we also held informational meetings in Aberdeen and Sioux Falls where we presented the
same material. Once again, we had a court reporter type the discussion of the meeting word-for-word. If you would like a copy of this, please contact our office.
Looking forward into 2014, your GLCP management and board teams will be focused on improving and advancing our processes to increase efficiency and yield. We’ll also be
weighing the return on several significant projects that will improve our competitive position for buying corn. We plan to continue to defend and promote the ethanol industry and the
products we make and you can read about our latest efforts to educate the public inside this newsletter. Won’t you please join us in the fight to protect your investment?

Congresswoman Kristi Noem Submits Letter of Concern
Regarding the Renewable Fuel Standard
This past November, the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) proposed cutting the amount of
biofuels that must be blended into the nation’s motor fuel supply. Included with proposal is a dramatic cut
in the amount of ethanol in the nation’s fuel supply. As a result, when the EPA opened up a 60-day comment
period that recently ended January 28, many ethanol industry advocates took the opportunity to speak out
against the proposal.
South Dakota Congresswoman Kristi Noem and Illinois Democratic Congresswoman Cheri Bustos led
a bipartisan group of 30 members of Congress in expressing concern over the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) proposal to reduce the renewable volume obligations (RVOs) under the Renewable Fuel
Standard (RFS). This is the first time the EPA has proposed a reduction in the amount of ethanol to be blended
in our nation’s gasoline supply.
U.S. Congresswoman
In a letter to EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, the Members of Congress said that reducing the amount
Kristi Noem
of renewable fuels in gasoline could hurt rural economies, jeopardize American jobs, raise prices at the
pump and deter investment in biofuels and biofuel infrastructure.
“We are writing to express our concern regarding the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) proposed rule for the 2014 renewable
volume obligations (RVOs) under the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program,” the Congresswomen said in their letter. “The significant
reduction in renewable volume obligations under this proposed rule could destabilize the renewable fuel industry and send the wrong
message to investors. This risks jobs and threatens the development of advanced and cellulosic biofuels that bring higher-level ethanol and
biodiesel blends to consumers.”
Every November, the EPA is required to provide the RVOs that refineries use to blend biofuels into the market. While the EPA has the
authority to reduce the RVOs, it never has before.
The letter went on to state that Congress first approved the Renewable Fuel Standard in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and then significantly
expanded it in 2007 through the Energy Independence and Security Act. From 2005 through 2012 our dependence on imported petroleum
products declined from 60% to 41%, due in part to increased use of ethanol and other biofuels. Reducing our dependence on foreign oil is in
the best interest of our country’s national security. Additionally, the RFS supports almost 400,000 American jobs and has helped encourage
billions of dollars of investment in research and development in biofuel-related technologies.
The letter was signed by Noem as well as Representatives from Illinois. Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa, Colorado, California, Ohio, Hawaii,
Indiana, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, Rhode Island, Michigan, and Oregon.
“Many local comments were submitted expressing opposition,” says Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration. “We thank
everyone who answered our call and took time to be a voice for our industry.”
CEO Jim Seurer also expresses concern over the proposal and expects some level of decline in the final biofuels mandate. “Although we
had over 50,000 comments in our favor, the oil industry is a powerful force and they are in favor of a reduction. They would love nothing more
than to hold us at a 13.0 billion gallon ceiling which is equal to an E10 blend nationally.”
Seurer states that overall gasoline demand peaked in 2007 and has been declining ever since as consumers seek out more efficient
autos and scale back driving due to higher prices at the pump. Ethanol blends, which are currently priced at least 30 cents per gallon lower
than pure gasoline, have helped consumers save millions as compared to pure gasoline. “Our success in securing approximately 10% of the
market share in a short 10 years has them concerned,” says Seurer. “However, at the same time, we know that oil company profits are at an
all-time high so let’s no feel too sorry for them.” A reduction in the biofuels mandate would be a “back-track” and a continuation of our nation’s
addiction to foreign oil and it could very well lead to a negative impact on economic recovery and job creation, especially in the rural areas
of our country.
At this time, the EPA’s final decision on the future of the proposal is still unknown but it is expected to become final by late summer.

Corn Supply and Ethanol Demand Overview
The estimate of corn stocks in the January USDA crop report was a surprise for all, but there is still a very large crop both regionally and
nationally, says Brad Schultz, Director of Commodities and Risk Management. “It’s a question of when the producer will be motivated to sell,”
explains Schultz. “Corn movement from producers has been unseasonably slow due to low prices and extremely cold weather.”
Producers had a short-term pricing opportunity after the release of the January 10th report. Schultz explained that this was created
because the report was bullish due to a slightly increased demand as well as lowered yields. In response, the corn futures rallied and prices
rose $0.20 per bushel. Taking a look ahead, the biggest drivers that’ll affect corn futures is South America’s weather and U.S. planting intentions.
“Ethanol crush margins have been favorable from December through February and even beyond,” Schultz went on to say. He stated this
is a factor of the congested railways creating a tight supply of ethanol across the country. “Looking towards the end of March, the projected
low levels of ethanol supply should keep ethanol prices and crush margins favorable as the U.S. driving season begins and ethanol demand
improves.”
The outlook for ethanol exports, Schultz said, also remains good and is anticipated to stay that way well into the summer months.

GLCP Reports Negative First Quarter
Financial Report for Three Months Ending
November 30, 2013 (Audited)
In Millions

Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Net Worth
Net Income for Quarter

$221.7 Current Assets
$88.0
$95.4 Current Liabilities $63.1
$126.3 Working Capital
$55.9

($0.9) Net Income for Year ($0.9)

Due in large part to mark-to-market losses on future commodity
positions, GLE recorded a net loss of $0.9 million for the first quarter
of the 2014 fiscal year. Positions that secured positive margins
for ethanol and dried distillers grains (DDGs) for the months of
December 2013 thru March 2014 created unrealized losses when
those margins improved later on. In the daily course of business,
GLE can and will enter into contracts to sell ethanol and DDGs
to secure positive margins or minimize negative margins. If crush
margins improve later, unrealized losses must be recorded to
comply with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
Conversely, if crush margins deteriorate, unrealized gains are
recorded.
“Essentially, we have booked losses in this quarter that will
be transacted in the next quarter,” says Rob Sauer, Interim Chief
Financial Officer. Sauer stated that the commodity positions that
created a loss were taken to lock in margins at or superior to
budgeted levels.
GLE did realize strong pricing of DDGs in the quarter, which
was led by a very competitive export market. The corn harvest
was very wet, driving almost all corn to be dried. “This created
a challenge for our plants to convert starches to ethanol,” says
Sauer. “As a result, yields at both plants were below prior year
levels.” In addition, GLE has not been immune to the problems in
the U.S. rail markets. The lack of rail service caused the Watertown
plant to slow down production in December, negatively impacting
production levels.
Another factor in the quarter’s drop in net worth is the threecent dividend and one-cent retainage payment to shareholders
of record on Aug. 31, 2013, that was approved in November. The
$7.1 million distribution, which was payable in January of this
year, was recognized in November and reduced net worth from
the previous quarter.
Despite some of the current production and rail challenges,
management is optimistic that budget targets for the year will be
met. Domestic ethanol stocks are at low levels as production and
transportation issues impact the supply side of the industry. On
the demand side, gasoline and corollary demand is well ahead of
prior years.

GLE Recognized Nationally for
Operator Certification Program

Bullene Named OSHA Consultation
Advisory Board Chairman
GLE is proud
to announce that
Peter
Bullene,
Environment,
Health and Safety
Manager,
has
been appointed
chairman of the
SDSU Extension
Office
OSHA
Consultation Advisory Board.
The Board, which was established through a federal grant, will
provide external input, feedback, and support to the state’s OSHA
Consultation program in order to fulfill their mission of creating a safe
work environment for the citizens of South Dakota. The Advisory Board
will ensure that safety programs across the state are effectively serving
the needs of its workforce.
Furthermore, the Board will serve as an advocacy group along with
state and university officials on behalf of the Engineering Extension
Office which provides technical assistance on safety and health issues
and outreach services to the state’s small businesses at no cost. This
continuous external interaction between the Advisory Board and
industry is considered vital for the program to successfully fulfill OSHA’s
mission and directives.
The committee has already swung into action after their first meeting
in December. Committee Chairman Bullene met with Representative
Scott Munsterman of Brookings, Representatives Melissa Magstadt
and Roger Solum of Watertown, and Senator Ried Holien also of
Watertown regarding the need for a “Workforce Safety Bill”. This bill
would provide $75,000 annually, which equates to $0.17 per employee
in the State of South Dakota, to assist the OSHA Consultation board
to carry out their mission. The funds would be used to assist small
businesses, defined as 19 or fewer employees, through training and
other resources to offer their employees a safe work environment while
being in compliance with OSHA regulations. In 2013, South Dakota spent
$131,920,453 in Workers Compensation claims; the committee wants to
mitigate employee exposures and potential workplace injuries. Money
that is saved on Workers Compensation claims is spent on additional
employees, business expansion, and purchasing services within the
State.
“Currently HB1115 is being amended and will be re-introduced in the
upcoming weeks for approval. I am excited to lend my expertise as well
as the others I serve with in assisting both companies and employees
here in South Dakota by making sure their work environment safe”,
states Bullene.

Glacial Lakes Energy (GLE) has achieved national recognition for a one-of-a-kind Operator Certification Program that
was implemented about a year ago.
“We are very proud about being featured on the cover of Ethanol Producer magazine,” said Frank Moore, Director of
Operations. “It’s a magazine that is distributed to every ethanol producer in the world, so it was a great recognition for GLE.”
Besides national recognition, the program has also proven itself very popular as more than 80% of GLE operators have
completed the training. The program offers all of GLE’s plant production operators a very detailed training that focuses on
advancement possibilities as well as documentation of their level of knowledge within the company.
“We’re very excited about this program because it creates measurable opportunities for new employees we hire,” Moore commented. “They
know that if they’re diligent in their training, testing, and learning that there is a path forward for them. It’s been a very successful program for us,
and it has been very well received by all of our employees.”

to Be Sold at New MAPCO Stores
* Article Reprinted from “Ethanol Producer Magazine” By Erin Voegele

Brentwood,
Tennessee - based
convenience store
operator MAPCO
Express Inc. has
announced it will
begin
offering
E15 to customers.
According to the company, E15 will be included in new build and
select mega store locations beginning in 2014.
“Based on the performance of this product, our goal will be
to add the E15 fuel option to our mega stores as we continue to
increase the number of these locations in the future. Assuming a
successful program, our goal is to have 100 stores offering E15,”
said Dan Gordon, vice president of business development at
MAPCO.
MAPCO, a wholly owned subsidiary of Delek US Holdings Inc.,
operates 362 convenience stores under the brand names MAPCO
Express, MAPCO Mart, East Coast, Discount Food Mart, Fast Food
and Fuel, Delta Express and Favorite Markets. MAPCO is one of
the largest company-operated convenience store chains in the
U.S. and a leading C-store operator in the Southeast. More than
half of the company’s store locations are in Tennessee. It also
operates convenience stores in Alabama, Georgia, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Kentucky and Virginia.
“MAPCO prides itself in being an innovative retailer that
provides outstanding value to its customers. We have a long track
record of offering new products to our customers and E15 fits in
nicely with our current product line up,” Gordon said. “Ethanol
based fuels have been a lower per gallon cost alternative over
the past few years and this should allow us to offer our customers
additional fuel options.”
Bob Dinneen, president and CEO of the Renewable Fuels
Association, called the announcement a major market
breakthrough for E15. “MAPCO is to be applauded for its
unwavering commitment to bring cost-saving fuel choice to its
consumers. MAPCO studied performance and demand for E15
and made a solid decision to put consumers first and foremost.
MAPCO consumers will soon have a money-saving, renewable,
octane-boosting choice at the pump. We believe other retailers
will soon follow MAPCO’s lead,” Dinneen continued.
Tom Buis, CEO of Growth Energy, also weighed in on the
announcement, calling it great news and noting that he is
impressed by all that MAPCO is doing for its customers and our
nation. “Their customers will know that the fuel they use will help
strengthen our economy by keeping their hard-earned dollars at
home,” he said.
Buis also said that more retailers across the nation are
beginning to see the value of selling higher ethanol blends.
“Refiners with integrated retail operations are starting to move
towards meeting their renewable fuel standard (RFS) volume
obligations through their retail operations, by selling higher
blends, such as E15,” he continued. “According to existing E15
retailers, the new fuel offers consumers a $0.05 to $0.10 price
per gallon advantage compared to regular gas. In addition,
consumers are getting a higher octane, better performing fuel.
With E15, consumers are getting more for less when they fill up
and retailers are reporting zero complaints with the E15.”

Guest Columnist
“Ethanol Myth-Busters” from an Automotive Service Pro
Bobby Likis, Owner & Operator of Car Clinic Service, an
award-winning, bumper-to-bumper automotive service shop in Florida

The automotive industry is the enduring center of
my professional life. I own & operate Car Clinic Service,
an award-winning, bumper-to-bumper automotive
service shop in Florida that’s serviced and repaired more
than 200,000 vehicles over the past 43 years. I’ve personally worked on my
customers’ cars during the mid-70’s oil embargo crises when gasohol first
captured the spotlight … through the 80’s as automakers began to design
engines to run on E10 (yes, since the 80’s, ethanol has been a strategic
part of the fuel supply) … during the 90’s when fuel injection provided
the technological stepping stone to capitalize on ethanol’s high-octane
properties … and now in the 21st century to this very day as automakers and
consumers look to optimizing engine performance and associated dollars,
both of which ethanol delivers. Also, from a digital studio within my 15,000
square foot service center, I have broadcast “Bobby Likis Car Clinic” (an
award-winning, nationally syndicated car-talk program) for 22 years. On the
Car Clinic globalcast, I’ve answered – live without delay - more than 100,000
questions from drivers nationwide.
After the hands-on servicing of 200,000 vehicles over 40 years and after
answering 100,000+ car questions over 20 years, I am amazed when I hear
ethanol slammed. Not one vehicle that has rolled through my service shop
has ever lost an engine to ethanol. Not one.
Dangerously, myths – like those about ethanol – repeated often enough
are accepted as fact. Let’s put the myth machine in reverse, and let the facts
speak for themselves.
MYTH: Ethanol causes “phase separation” which results in water
intrusion which damages engines.
FACT: Pure gasoline (0% ethanol or E0) suspends (holds) about .15 teaspoons
of water before “separation” (which causes corrosion). E10 (10% ethanol) on the other hand - suspends 4 teaspoons of water. That means E10 can hold
26 times more water than gasoline before separation! In the larger sense,
today’s vehicles have sealed evaporative fuel systems, so phase separation
is a non-issue.
MYTH: Ethanol causes breakdowns.
FACT: Conversely, vehicles have been designed by automakers since the
80’s to optimize E10’s high-octane performance qualities. Octane rating is
the standard measure of the anti-knock index of a motor fuel. The higher
the octane, the less the knock. Why? Higher octane fuel – like pure ethanol
at 113 - can withstand higher cylinder pressure and higher temperature
before detonation, which is an uncontrolled explosion within the cylinder
that causes engine knock...and damage. Ethanol not only protects against
detonation, but also facilitates faster and lower temperature controlled
combustion at the flame front, the place in the engine where the spark plug
ignites the fuel. The result is less knock, more power & better performance.
MYTH: Ethanol ruins boat engines.
FACT: According to Mercury Marine (world’s leading manufacturer of
recreational marine propulsion engines): “Marine engines produced
today are compatible with E10...Mercury Marine is NOT against ethanol.”
Ironically, Mercury Marine also states, “After the transition period from E0,
E10 may actually be a superior marine fuel as it tends to keep low levels of
water moving through the fuel system, keeping the system ‘dry’.”
MYTH: Ethanol damages oxygen sensors.
FACT: Oxygen sensors read air/fuel ratios to determine how much unburned
fuel is escaping out of the tail pipe into the atmosphere. The unburned fuel
being measured is hydrocarbon-based – not ethanol as ethanol evaporates
at 174°F. The unburned hydrocarbon fuel (not ethanol) not only results in
pollution but also is the source of gum and sludge in engines that cause
problems and even failure. Engines and the atmosphere love ethanol for the
same reason: Ethanol burns cleanly...in the engine.
MYTH: E15 is dangerous to automotive engines.
FACT: E15 is the most tested fuel ever. Before release to market, the EPA,
national laboratories, universities and independent studies rigorously tested
E15 for over 6 million miles without a single failure. E15 is the standard
certification fuel for new cars, and if E15 were dangerous and ruined
engines, why would E15 be the NASCAR standard? Furthermore, according
to Dr. Andrew Randolph, Engine Technical Director for Earnhardt Childress
Racing, “Over 5 million miles (have been) accrued in race conditions with
zero mechanical issues attributed to E15. Tests with up to 30% ethanol have
been performed without incident.” The EPA has approved E15 for cars and
light-duty trucks in model years 2001 and younger, and clearly, indications are
that even higher blends of ethanol improve performance, reduce emissions
and – though unrelated to the workings of an engine – support America’s
independence from foreign oil.

GLE Night at NSU

As part of our sponsorship of Northern State University (NSU) athletics, Glacial
Lakes Energy recently hosted “GLE Night” for the third year in a row on Saturday,
February 1. GLE proudly sponsored the NSU Wolves men’s and women’s basketball
games against the Upper Iowa Peacocks.
With a draw of about 1,000 shareholders and customers, the highly attended
event was a unique way to promote and inform everyone from the surrounding
area about GLE and the ethanol industry — all while having fun and supporting
NSU’s athletes. Growth Energy, an ethanol industry trade organization, donated
four NASCAR tickets to the lucky guest who was able to land a small Frisbee in the target on the Barnett Center’s center court (see photo). Karen
Spain from Huron, SD was the skillful winner of that prize. Additional prizes include “Ethanol Bucks” and a GLE jacket.
“We’re very pleased to have this partnership with NSU,” says Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration. “It provides a relatively
inexpensive night of family fun for our patrons and is a way to say ‘thank you’ to them for their business and investment.” After three years of hosting
this event, we feel this program is working and that we’re gaining name recognition for ourselves and promoting our products at the same time.”

Improving Ethanol Awareness in Denver

In 2013, Glacial Lakes Energy answered the call of our industry
and began an aggressive campaign to do our part for the “Step Up to
the Plate!” initiative with our nationally recognized “Flex Fuel Friday”
promotion. To continue that initiative, we have now taken the level of
awareness and promotion of the benefits that ethanol offers to a new
level — a MILE HIGH level.
Teaming up with three Colorado-based ethanol plants, one western
Nebraska-based plant as well as our neighboring Redfield Energy and
our friends at ICM, GLE was able to secure a highly visible billboard in
western metro Denver. The billboard is located on eastbound I-70 near
Golden and provides very easy viewing by drivers who are headed out
of the mountains into Denver. During the 18 week rental period, millions of motorists will see our message and image.
“We have a high level of support in rural areas but felt we needed to impact and educate those in the urban and metropolitan areas who
may not know a lot about ethanol,” stated Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration.
The advertisement’s message reads, “Breathe Easy Knowing They Can…Choose Ethanol for Cleaner Air.” The ad includes an image of
three children playing in a winter scene and this image will be changed with the change of seasons. And, the city’s hovering pollution cloud
behind the billboard (as you can see in the image) is what really brings home the message.
“We are really stepping up our promotional efforts this year through a wide variety of activities, events, and publicity,” Kohl mentioned.
“We would like to erect more billboards like this in other metropolitan areas too.”
GLE Board Chairman Mark Schmidt (left)
presented Richard Wiarda of Castlewood with
a plaque to honor him for his years of service
to the GLE Board of Directors. Wiarda was a
founding director and has served as the GLCP
President and most recently as Vice President.
Wiarda served as a director from 2000-2003
and again from 2005-2014.

GLE Board Chairman Mark Schmidt (left)
presented Marietta Lakness of Hayti with a
plaque in appreciation for her years of service
to the Glacial Lakes Energy board of directors.
Lakness served a term on the board from
2011-2014 and decided not to seek reelection
this year due to other priorities. Lakness
chaired the Governance Committee.

DDGs Market Drops From China Rejection

While GLE’s sales of dry distiller grains (DDG) were at their usual high volume for the first
quarter, overall, market values declined. This drop was a direct reflection to China’s rejection
of U.S. DDGs shipments. Distiller Sales Manager Rich Zeller says the rejection had a surprising
effect on the market.
One effect was the drop of both dry truck and container values. When container values
began to decrease, a surplus was created in the local truck markets, Zeller explained. “This
year, choosing the correct transportation was key to receiving value on DDGs products,” Zeller
noted. “With trucking values down, we utilized the rail market since they continued to be good.”
However, GLE wasn’t the only one compensating for truck and container transportation with
rail. The railroad has seen a lot of congestion, which could potentially have an effect on the
market. “The ability of the railroads to move the distillers will have a direct impact on the market
and values,” Zeller said.
Looking towards the future, Zeller stated that with distiller grain being priced as a protein
source, the value of soybeans (soybean meal) will be another factor that will directly influence
the price of DDGs. “Moving forward, it’ll be interesting to see what impact that China’s soybean
demand will have on the U.S. DDGs market.”

PRODUCER CLUB PROGRAM
New Holland Agriculture and Growth
Energy, in conjunction with Glacial
Lakes Energy, have formed an exclusive
partnership to promote ethanol and
reward farmers at the same time.
It’s called the Producer Club Program.
Members of the Producer Club receive
preferred pricing, giving them up to
38% off manufacturer suggested retail
pricing. In return, New Holland will use
funds generated from this program to
make a donation to Growth Energy, an
industry trade organization to promote
the usage and benefits of ethanol on a
national level. Funds will also be used
to fight “Big Oil’s” campaign against
ethanol claiming it is stealing our food
supply and it’s bad for your car.
If you are interested in learning more,
contact Marcy Kohl at 605-882-8480 or
mkohl@glaciallakesenergy.com.
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Stay Up to Date on Your Investment!
Would you like to be kept up-to-date on the latest news about Glacial Lakes Energy and the ethanol industry?
Please send us your email address to receive regular communications, “Like Us” on Facebook, or “Follow Us” on Twitter.
To be added to our email list, please contact Jessi Eidson, Membership Coordinator at
jeidson@glaciallakesenergy.com
or 605-882-8480.

CHECK YOUR
MAIL!

During the month of January, you should have received a $0.03 cash dividend paid to shareholders of record as of
August 31, 2013. However, the Form 1099-PATR tax document for this dividend will not be issued until January 2015.
At the end of January 2014, the Form 1099-PATR that we did send out included a pass-through deduction for 2013. This
deduction was made possible due to the business we do with Cenex Harvest States (CHS). If you have any questions about
this form, please call our office at (605) 882-8480.

Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward- Looking Statements
This document contains forward-looking statements involving future events, future business and other conditions, our future performance and our expected future operations and actions.
In some cases you can identify forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “estimate,” “predict,” “hope,” “should,” “could,” “may,” “future,”
“continue,” “potential” or the negatives of these terms or other similar expressions. These statements are based on management’s beliefs and expectations and on information currently available to
management.
Forward-looking statements are only our predictions and involve numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties. Important factors that could significantly affect future financial condition and results
include, among others, operating margins in the ethanol industry, the rapid pace of expansion in the industry, the cost of corn and the price of ethanol, changes in ethanol supply and demand, changes
in current legislation or regulations that affect ethanol supply and demand, disruptions to infrastructure or in the supply of raw materials, the results of our risk management and hedging transactions, and
ethanol industry valuations generally.
Our actual results or actions may differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements for many reasons, including events that are beyond our control or assumptions not proving to
be accurate or reasonable. We caution you not to put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document. We cannot guarantee our future results, levels of
activity, performance or achievements.
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